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 .144 (Galaxy, Un, Service Pack 6) (March 15, 2020) MPTK has been upgraded to the most recent version of MPTK9. There
are a number of minor updates and some bugfixes. No new features have been added, so this release is purely for bugfixes. In

the installation wizard, after the MPTK6 downloads are complete you will be asked to download the more recent version of the
FLTK GUI. You can find the release notes in the section below. You can find a list of the fixed bugs and updated Windows

checks in the section below the release notes. Release Notes: Bug Fixes:
IDISpCListener::StartConnection(CIDISpContext*,CIDLib::CIDIDispatch*) now properly checks for a NULL socket handle.

IDISpCListener::StartConnection(CIDISpContext*,CIDLib::CIDIDispatch*) now checks for a NULL handler. Fixed a potential
crash when resizing the font. Fixed crash in the.idl files when trying to process a nil object reference. On Windows now it is

possible to select the file to be opened on a context menu. Added a check in the idl compiler to ensure that attribute namespaces
are unique. Added the ability to set the initial and maximum queue size to the new IDispatch interface. Added an event handler

to enable drag and drop of items to the context list. When adding an mp3 handler to a filter in the wizard, it now asks if you
want to save it. IDispatchListener::AcceptConnection(CIDDispContext*) no longer is called when the context wants to close.

Fixed a possible access violation if client code used an invalid offset in the event handler. Fixed a possible crash when closing a
context in the wizard with a handler in progress. Fixed a possible crash in the

IDispatchListener::AcceptConnection(CIDDispContext*) function. Fixed a possible crash in the
IDispatchListener::AcceptConnection() function. Fixed a possible crash when setting the sound filter to play all files on the

context. Fixed a crash in the Fixed IDispatch::Receive() Fixed a crash in the IDispatch::Process() Fixed a 82157476af
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